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3D Ornaments - Summary
Teardrop Ornament (with Appliqué) 
Requires 6 FSL Teardrop Ornament Piece with Appliqué – OC07101
 Optional Lace Trim - requires 6 FSL Scallop Trim Piece – OC07104

Globe Ornament (with Appliqué)
Requires 6 FSL Globe Ornament Piece with Appliqué – OC07102
 Optional Lace Trim - requires 6 FSL Scallop Trim Piece – OC07104

Cone Basket (with Appliqué)
Requires 4 FSL Cone Basket Piece with Appliqué – OC07103
 Optional Lace Trim - requires 4 FSL Scallop Trim Piece – OC07104

Spiral Snowflake Ornament (with Appliqué)
Requires 1 FSL Spiral Snowflake Piece with Appliqué – OC07105
Requires 1 FSL Spiral Snowflake Base – OC07106

Small Gift Box
Requires 1 FSL Gift Box – OC07107
Requires 1 FSL Gift Box Bow – OC07108

Spiral Icicle (with Appliqué)
Requires 1 FSL Icicle – OC07109
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Flat Ornaments – Summary
Sleigh Ornament (with Appliqué)
Requires 1 FSL Sleight Ornament with Appliqué – OC07110
 Optional Charm of your choice – OC07118, OC07119 or OC07120

Stocking Ornament (with Appliqué)
Requires 1 FSL Stocking Ornament with Appliqué – OC07111
 Optional Charm of your choice – OC07118, OC07119 or OC07120

Gift Ornament (with Appliqué)
Requires 1 FSL Gift Ornament with Appliqué – OC07112
 Optional Charm of your choice – OC07118, OC07119 or OC07120

Christmas Tree Ornament (with Appliqué)
Requires 1 FSL Christmas Tree Ornament with Appliqué – OC07113
 Optional Charm of your choice – OC07118, OC07119 or OC07120

Joy Ornament (with Appliqué)
Requires 1 FSL Joy Ornament with Appliqué – OC07114
 Optional Charm of your choice – OC07118, OC07119 or OC07120

Tiered Star Ornament (with Appliqué)
Requires 1 FSL Large Star Ornament with Appliqué – OC07115
Requires 1 FSL Medium Star Ornament with Appliqué – OC07116
Requires 1 FSL Small Star Ornament with Appliqué – OC07117
 Optional Charm of your choice – OC07118, OC07119 or OC07120
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OC07101 FSL 

Teardrop Ornament 
Piece with Appliqué

OC07101 FSL 
Teardrop Ornament 
Piece with Appliqué

OC07101 FSL 
Teardrop Ornament 
Piece with Appliqué

OC07101 FSL 
Teardrop Ornament 
Piece with Appliqué

OC07101 FSL 
Teardrop Ornament 
Piece with Appliqué

OC07101 FSL 
Teardrop Ornament 
Piece with Appliqué

3D FSL Teardrop Ornament 

3D FSL Teardrop Ornament 
(with optional scallop trim)
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TO ADD OPTIONAL SCALLOP TRIM YOU WILL 
NEED THESE ADDITIONAL PIECES
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OC07104 FSL 
Optional Scallop 

Trim

OC07104 FSL 
Optional Scallop 

Trim

OC07104 FSL 
Optional Scallop 

Trim

OC07104 FSL 
Optional Scallop 

Trim

OC07104 FSL 
Optional Scallop 

Trim

OC07104 FSL 
Optional Scallop 

Trim
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OC07102 FSL Globe 
Ornament Piece with 

Appliqué

OC07102 FSL Globe 
Ornament Piece with 

Appliqué

OC07102 FSL Globe 
Ornament Piece with 

Appliqué

OC07102 FSL Globe 
Ornament Piece with 

Appliqué

OC07102 FSL Globe 
Ornament Piece with 

Appliqué

OC07102 FSL Globe 
Ornament Piece with 

Appliqué

3D FSL Globe Ornament 

3D FSL Teardrop Ornament 
(with optional scallop trim)

+ +

TO ADD OPTIONAL SCALLOP TRIM YOU WILL 
NEED THESE ADDITIONAL PIECES

+

+
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OC07104 FSL 
Optional Scallop 

Trim

OC07104 FSL 
Optional Scallop 

Trim

OC07104 FSL 
Optional Scallop 

Trim

OC07104 FSL 
Optional Scallop 

Trim

OC07104 FSL 
Optional Scallop 

Trim

OC07104 FSL 
Optional Scallop 

Trim
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OC07103 FSL Cone 
Basket Piece with 

Appliqué

OC07103 FSL Cone 
Basket Piece with 

Appliqué

OC07103 FSL Cone 
Basket Piece with 

Appliqué

OC07103 FSL Cone 
Basket Piece with 

Appliqué

3D FSL Cone Basket 

3D FSL Cone Basket 
(with optional scallop trim)

+ +

TO ADD OPTIONAL SCALLOP TRIM YOU WILL 
NEED THESE ADDITIONAL PIECES

+
OC07104 FSL Optional 

Scallop Trim
OC07104 FSL Optional 

Scallop Trim
OC07104 FSL Optional 

Scallop Trim
OC07104 FSL Optional 

Scallop Trim
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OC07105 FSL Spiral 
Snowflake Piece with 

Appliqué

OC07107 FSL Gift 
Box

OC07109  FSL Icicle

OC07106 FSL Spiral 
Snowflake Base

OC07108 FSL Gift 
Box Bow

3D FSL Spiral Snowflake 

3D FSL Gift Box 

3D FSL Spiral Icicle
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FLAT ORNAMENTS OPTIONS

Tiered Star Ornament
Use thread, wire or ribbon to string the three stars 

one under another to create a tiered ornament. 
In addition to this tiered ornament, the individual 
stars can be used as ornaments by themselves.

Optional Charms
There are three charms included in the collec-
tion than can be stitched as freestanding lace 

and added to the bottom of the ornaments 
with thread, wire or ribbon. A charm can 

even be added to the bottom of the Tiered 
Star Ornament shown above. In place of or 
in addition to these stitched charms you can 

always add store bought metal charms, beads 
or even tassels.

OC07115 FSL Large Star 
Ornament with Applique

OC07116 FSL Medium Star 
Ornament with Applique

OC07117 FSL Small Star 
Ornament with Applique

OC0718 FSL Bell Charm

OC0719 FSL Star Charm

OC0720 FSL Round Charm

Examples of ornaments with stitched charms
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Instructions for Ornaments of 
Collection #2
Handy tips:
1. A pair of tweezers, hemostats, stiletto or a tiny crochet hook can be 

extremely helpful when inserting the buttonettes into the eyelets. 
(Please see Picture 1 for explanation of “buttonette” and “eyelet” for 3D 
Ornaments.)

2. Insert the tip of the tweezers, hemostats or crochet hook into the eyelet, 
grasp the buttonette and pull through the eyelet.

3. A Stiletto could be used to “push” the buttonette through the eyelet.
4. The ornaments look and wear better when left fairly stiff. When the 

design is finished stitching, wash the design lightly so that some of 
the water soluble stabilizer stays in the design. It is better to hold the 
ornament gently and allow the water to flow through rather than working 
at it or scrubbing the lace.

5. If item becomes too limp to work with, dissolve scrap pieces of water 
soluble stabilizer in warm water and apply to the item to re-stiffen.

3D Ornaments
Teardrop Ornament (with Appliqué) 
1. Follow the General Free Standing Lace Guidelines (page 10) and Cut In Place Appliqué Instructions (page 10) and 

stitch 6 of design FSL Teardrop Ornament Piece with Appliqué – OC07101.
2. If you would like to add the Optional Scallop Trim insert the buttonettes on each end of the trim into the eyelets of an 

ornament piece. The eyelets can be found about in the center of the piece, one on each side of the applique fabric. 
Repeat for all 6 sides. If you opt to omit the lace trim simply skip step 2 and proceed to step 3.

3. With 2 of the 6 stitched pieces back to back (fronts facing out), insert the 3 center buttonettes of one piece into the 
matching eyelets of the second piece. Continue until the 3 centers buttonettes are connected all the way around the 
ornament. The 2 buttonettes on the bottom and the 2 buttonettes on the top should remain undone at this point.

4. Insert the bottom 2 buttonettes into their matching eyelets. Continue around ornament. 
5. Finally, insert the top two buttonettes into their matching eyelets to finish the ornament. Continue around ornament.

• Please note: To add a hanger to your ornament do not insert the last buttonette into the eyelet.

Buttonettes

Eyelets

Picture 1

Picture 26. To add a hanger to your ornament follow Hanging Your Ornament Instructions (page 11).
7. To complete the ornament, button the last buttonette into the remaining unused eyelet.

Globe Ornament (with Appliqué) 
1. Follow the General Free Standing Lace Guidelines (page 10) and Cut In Place Appliqué 

Instructions (page 10) and stitch 6 of design FSL Globe Ornament Piece with Appliqué – 
OC07102.

2. With 2 of the 6 stitched pieces back to back (fronts facing out), insert the 3 center 
buttonettes of one piece into the matching eyelets of the second piece. Continue around 
the ornament. The 6 buttonettes around the bottom and the 6 buttonettes around the top 
should remain undone at this point.

3. If you would like to add the Optional Scallop Trim insert the buttonette on one end of the 
scallop trim into the corresponding eyelet on the ornament side piece. The eyelets can 
be found just below the appliqué and on either side of the open spot in the lace. The left 
buttonette of the scallop trim will insert into the eyelet on the right side of the ornament piece and the right buttonette 
of the trim will insert into the eyelet on the left side of the next ornament piece so that the trim “bridges” over the 
“seams” of the ornament (refer to Picture 2). If you opt to omit the lace trim simply skip step 3 and proceed to step 4.
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4. Insert the bottom buttonettes into thier matching eyelets. Continue around ornament. 
5. Finally, insert the top buttonettes into their matching eyelets to finish the ornament. Continue around ornament.

• Please note: To add a hanger to your ornament do not insert the last buttonette into the eyelet.
6. To add a hanger to your ornament follow Hanging Your Ornament Instructions (page 11).
7. To complete the ornament, button the last buttonette into the remaining unused eyelet.

Cone Basket (with Appliqué) 
1. Follow the General Free Standing Lace Guidelines (page 10) and Cut In Place Appliqué Instructions (page 10) and 

stitch 4 of design FSL Cone Basket Piece with Applique - OC07103
2. With 2 of the stitched pieces back to back (fronts facing out), insert the 5 buttonettes into the 5 eyelets on the second 

piece. Continue around ornament. 
3. If you would like to add the Optional Scallop Trim insert the buttonettes of the trim into the eyelets on each side just 

under the top of the sides. If you opt to omit the lace trim simply skip step 3.

Spiral Snowflake Ornament (with Appliqué)
1. Follow the General Free Standing Lace Guidelines (page 10) and Cut In Place Appliqué Instructions (page 10) and 

stitch 1 each of design FSL Spiral Snowflake Piece with Appliqué – OC07105 and FSL Spiral Snowflake base - 
OC07106

2. Lay the base of the snowflake flat with right side up. 
3. Notice that in the base piece there are two eyelets on each spoke next to one another. Insert one buttonette located 

on the tip of one of the spokes of the top piece into one of the eyelets located on one of the spokes of the base piece. 
When performing this step you can use either eyelet. The one on the left of the “stem” will create a slightly more 
raised effect than the eyelet on the right. Alternating between the left and right eyelets on every other spoke will create 
a bit of a waved effect. Continue by inserting the buttonette of the next spoke of the top piece into one of the eyelets 
of the next spoke of the base. Continue around until all 6 buttonettes are inserted.

 
Gift Box 
1. Follow the General Free Standing Lace Guidelines (page 10) and stitch 1 each of 

design FSL Gift Box – OC07107 and FSL Gift Box Bow - OC07108.
2. Refering to Picture 3, with right side down, fold the front and the right side of the box 

up and insert the buttonette on the right side into the eyelet of the front.
3. Fold the left side up and insert the buttonette on the front into the eyelet on the left 

side.
4. Fold the back side up and insert the buttonette on the backside into the eyelet on the 

right side.
5. Insert the eyelet on the left side into the buttonette of the back side.
6. Fold the top over and insert the latch button into the latch button hole to close the box.
7. Shape the bow by inserting the left buttonette into the left eyelet from the underside. 

Refer to Picture 4.
8. Repeat for right side.
9. Attach ribbon to top of box by inserting the 2 eyelets in the center of the ribbon into the 

2 eyelets on the box lid. It may be helpful to unlatch and open the lid for this step.

Front

Back

Left 
Side

Bottom Right 
Side

Top

Latch Button

Latch Button 
HolePicture 3

Picture 4
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Spiral Icicle Ornament
1. Follow the General Free Standing Lace Guidelines below and stitch 1 of design FSL Spiral Icicle - OC07109.
2. Immediately after rinsing the stitched piece wrap it in a spiral around a dowel rod or other long round object. Once 

wrapped, secure to dowel rod by wrapping with thread. 
3. Allow to dry.
4. If too much water soluble stabilizer was rinsed away, restiffen by disolving scraps of water soluble stabilizer in warm 

water then rub ornament down with mixture while still wrapped around dowel rod.
5. After ornament dries remove the thread securing it in place and remove from dowel rod.

SUPPLIES:
Embroidery Thread:

Use the same Isacord thread in the bobbin as the •	
needle.

Needles:
Use an Organ 80/12 Titanium needle for extended •	
needle life.

Stablilizer:
OESD AquaMesh or OESD BadgeMaster water-solu-•	
ble stabilizer.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Hoop two layers of OESD AquaMesh or one layer of 1. 
OESD Badge  Master water-soluble stabilizer.
Attach the hoop to the machine and select the design of 2. 
your choice.
Stitch the design.3. 
Remove the hoop from the machine and the design 4. 
from the hoop.  Trim excess stabilizer from the design.

Rinse away remaining stabilizer and allow it to dry.5. 
HANDY HINTS:
For Stiffer Lace:

DO NOT RINSE away all of the stabilizer for a “stiff-•	
er” lace. However, do note that the thread may appear a 
shade darker if stabilizer is not removed completely.
If you happen to wash too much out, easily re-stiffen •	
by diluting some stabilizer scraps in water and dipping 
the item in the solution.

For Very Soft Lace:
Cut away excess stabilizer. Remove remaining sta-•	
bilizer by rinsing under warm running water until all 
traces of the stabilizer are gone.
Note: If lace should become too limp to work with, •	
dissolve stabilizer scraps in warm water and apply to 
the lace.

Drying Lace:
Lay lace piece with right side down to dry.  This will •	
minimize the tendancy for the lace to curl.

GENERAL FREESTANDING LACE GUIDELINES

1. Hoop your fabric and backing.
2. Sew the pattern/placement. PHOTO 1
3. Place a piece of  appliqué fabric over the pattern/placement so that it is completely covered.
4. Sew the trim stitch/tackdown.
5. Carefully cut away the excess  appliqué fabric.PHOTO 2
6. Sew the reminder of the design and repeat for any remaining pieces. PHOTO 3

1 2 3

CUT IN PLACE APPLIQUÉ METHOD

TIP: When assembling items with buttonettes and eyelets it is easier to work with the item while it is still damp, you can 
“smash” the buttonettes, insert them into the eyelets then flatten them back out to dry. If item has dried simply dampen 
only the buttonettes with a spray bottle or shallow dish of water.
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Assemble Hanger:
Twist one screw eye into a foam ball.1. 
Cut desired length of ribbon and thread it through the screw eye.  Tie loose ends to 2. 
form a loop.  PHOTO 1
Drop hanger inside ornament then finish buttoning it up. 3. 
Turn ornament upside down.  Use a pair of tweezers if necessary to feed ribbon out of 4. 
top of ornament.  PHOTO 2
To prevent hanger from falling into ornament you can dab a little glue on ball then hang 5. 
ornament to allow glue to dry.

Multiple Ornament Hanger:
Twist a second eye screw into opposite end of foam ball.1. 
Twist eye screw into another foam ball.2. 
Thread ribbon through both eye screws.  Tie loose ends to form a loop.  3. PHOTO 3
Repeat at required.4. 

PHOTO 1 PHOTO 2

PHOTO 3

Supplies:
11/16” Screw Eyes – Small• 
1” Styrofoam Balls• 
¼” ribbon• 

HAnging yOur OrnAMenTS:HANGING YOUR ORNAMENTS


